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Paccor Testing Instruments Pvt Ltd has an exquisite range of laboratory testing instruments
and machines that are able to cater the quality testing needs of a vast range of industries and
production verticals.
Product Range Bursting strength tester digital
manufacturers and suppliers provide a magnificent testing instrument that is a must have testing
instrument for many industries such as textiles, paper and packaging. Box Compression Tester
Digital manufacturers and suppliers manufacture a widely used instrument in the packaging
industry to test the strength and quality of the packaging containers such as cardboard boxes and
corrugated boxes. Scuff Resistance Tester offered by Pacorr is the instrument that is used for
testing the impact of rubbing on materials when they are rubbed against each other. In different
industries, the packages are stored in a very sturdy manner. Edge Crush Tester / RCT / ECT / FCT
Digital Model is one of the most efficient testing instruments that are used in different industries
to test the strength and sturdiness of various materials. Salt Spray Tester/ Corrosion Test
Chamber manufacturers and suppliers offer a very accurate and efficient testing instrument that
is very useful for studying the impact of environmental factors on the materials when they are
subjected to such environments during their usage. Tensile testing machine digital manufacturers
and suppliers have been offering high precision testing instrument or different industries to test
the tensile strength of different materials. Peel / Seal / Bond and Adhesion Strength Tester
manufacturers and suppliers offer the best precision testing instrument that is used in the
industries such as plastic and packaging industries. Pacorr offers the most accurate colour
matching cabinet that are a must have for any industry that deals with colour and colour
matching. The colour of a product is one of the most important aspects of its properties. The
colour has a great impact on the perception of the quality of the products. Melt Flow Index
Tester manufacturers and suppliers design one of the most accurate machines that is used for
measuring the melt flow of a polymeric material. In the world of polymers, there are different
parameters set to define their quality and features. Pacorrs Coefficient of Friction Tester is one
of the best testing instruments for testing the coefficient of friction of packaging materials such
as labels and tapes. Vacuum Leak Tester Digital manufacturers and suppliers offer a very useful
instrument for quality control in packaging industry. Packaging materials such as plastic bags,
bottles etc. are extensively used in many industries for packaging of different types of
products. Pacorr offers one of the most sophisticated and accurate Torque Tester digital that is
used in a variety of industries for quality control of different types packaging containers. Portable
Spectrophotometer that is offered by Pacorr is one of the best instruments to test the colour
quality of different products. The quality of different products depends greatly on the colour

quality and quality. Pacorrs precision wall thickness gauge digital is one of best instruments that
can be used for testing of thickness of packaging containers such as PET and plastic
bottles. Bottle burst tester manufactures and suppliers offer one of the most efficient testing
equipment that is used in PET and bottling industries to test the quality and strength of the PET
bottles. Looking for Top Load tester Digital Price? We are renowned manufacturer and supplier of
wide range of highly precise Top Load tester Digital that helps various industries in ensuring the
good quality of their products. Looking for Hot Wire Bottle Cutter Price? We are renowned
manufacturer and supplier of wide range of highly precise Hot Wire Bottle Cutter that helps
various industries in ensuring the good quality of their products.
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